Event

at
Bishop Lloyd’s Palace
Hungary and Romania celebration
Following the successful members visit to these two countries in May of this year,
this is an evening for reminiscences and recollection that will be of interest to all
members, whether they were part of the group or not.
Christine Russell will briefly remind us of the places visited, starting in Budapest
and then onwards to historic cities such as Szeged, Oradea and Eger, and World
Heritage Sites including the wooden churches of Maramures, and the Hortobagy
National Park.
The working title for the moment would be "Upton-By-Chester: A Peoples' History". This is
Peter Cocker
will provide a slide show of images taken during the visit, and the
the title of the book that will be launched by Phil and his colleagues during April, so an April
eveningtalk
will
be be
rounded
with
Hungarian wine and food from the region.
would
good fromoff
Phil's
pointfine
of view.
He will be telling the story about how Upton has come into being i.e. when and how the
Those who
went on the visit will have an opportunity to share their own thoughts
suburb was created.
on what they saw.
Phil will use his own digital projection equipment and would prefer to be seated in front of the
equipment, so we may need to think about best layout.

If you did not go, you are also very welcome to come along. You are guaranteed
some fascinating
images
and descriptions of places not often visited: not to
CCT will provide
the screen.
mention the food and wine and the opportunity to chat with friends.
Our publicity for this talk could point out that Chester Civic Trust is giving support to the
book's publication i.e emphasise the importance we put into mutual support of voluntary
groups and societies.

Friday 18 September at 7.30 pm
Charge: £7.00 including food amd wine

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------To book byour place, cut off this slip, complete the blank spaces where indicated, and send to
Chester Civic Trust, Bishop Lloyd’s Palace, 51/53 Watergate Row, Chester CH1 2LE, enclosing
a cheque payable to ‘Chester Civic Trust’, by Friday 4 September. Please note that tickets will
not be issued, but you will be notified of your booking by email or telephone.
BLP EVENT FRIDAY 18 SEPTEMBER
I would like …. places for this event.
I enclose a cheque to the value of…………………
My contact details are Telephone…………………….. and/or Email………………………………….

